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Featured Events
Seasons Masquerade Ball

The Nathaniel Johnstone Band
Dress as a Season for the costume contest, enjoy incredible music, and spend the 
evening dancing and having fun. We provide small munchies and a cash bar.

There will once again be prizes for the best costumes. This year’s theme is the Wheel 
of the year: The Four Seasons. These can be defined as the standard four – Winter, 
Spring, Summer, Fall.  Costumes should be designed with these in mind! So put 
together and wear your best interpretation of a Season.  Prizes will be based on the 
following categories: Best Seasonal Group (max 5 people), Most Creative Overall 
Season, and the Best Representation of a Single Season.

Dance Showcase and Performance

Come and experience a unique After Dark offering where the worlds of dance, music, 
community and spirituality converge in a community friendly dance performance, the 
Middle Eastern concept of dance party. Enjoy the works of local belly dance and fusion 
dance artists from all around New England. We honor the elements through music and 
the visual art of dance. Then stay for a Drum Circle lead by professional percussionist, 
Dave Curry.  Dance the night away in an open and freeing dance space. Step into a 
world of magick, music, percussion, and community.

Zabel and The ZaBellies are a theatrical belly dance inspired performing troupe who 
have had the pleasure of performing with each other for the past 10 years! They 
perform everything from traditional inspired Middle Eastern choreography to modern 
theatrical and spiritual original works of performance art. Zabel and the ZaBellies hope 
you will enjoy their original story telling through dance at their next performance!

Main Ritual

with Irena and Valentine Stormcrow and the Serenity Circle Coven
Half way between Ostara and Beltane, the Earth awakens and Spring has begun. Come 
and celebrate Spring with Serenity Circle as they call upon the spirits to empower us 
for the year ahead as the wheel turns from dark to light. Bring new purchases from the 
market or your magical accouterments from home to be blessed/ reblessed. Ritual will 
feature cleansing, wine and cakes, a guided meditation, and more.

Panel Discussion: Seasonal Magic Throughout The Ages

with Heron Michelle, Val & Irena Stormcrow, Laura Tempest Zakroff, Sophia Kelly 
Shultz, and CoyoteSkyWoman (moderator) 
We are proud to present a panel discussion moderated by our own CoyoteSkyWoman 
to explore the seasons and how it has changed through the centuries, from our 
Neolithic ancestors to modern times. CoyoteSkyWoman will lead some of our most 
prestigious guest presenters in an indepth look at how the observances of the holidays 
and Wheel of the Year, as well as seasonal magic has changed over time. Attendees will 
gain insight on the significance of the Wheel of the Year, and how the holidays are 
being observed by magickal practitioners and the leading voices in our community. 
This is not an event to be missed!



Mike Dolan

My whole life I’ve been stricken with wanderlust, an insatiable curiosity, and the 
compulsion to create. My musical output is nothing if not eclectic. My influences 
include folk, punk, Irish pub songs, metal, world music, especially Indian and African 
contemporary, blues, and rock. 

Jenna Greene

Emmynominated musician Jenna Greene is a singersongwriter and harpist, a weaver 
of musical myth and magic. With a voice that is both ethereal and soulful, she sings of 
ancient lore, finding wonder and following dreams. She beautifully interlaces her 
Celtic and World Folk influences to create a presentation of haunting ballads, drum
driven dance tunes, lilting harp and mythic story.

Peter Janson

“My Creative Jazz style is based on my own artistic vision. Drawing from my roots in 
jazz, classical, and acoustic instrumental styles, my sound incorporates soft interesting 
grooves and improvisation.” Based in Boston MA, Peter Janson’s music has earned 
him national acclaim. 

Nathaniel Johnstone

Nathaniel Johnstone is a multiinstrumentalist singer/songwriter who sings about 
humanity, myth and whimsy. His work includes the transhumanist fantasy and 
playfully audacious. Nathaniel cheekily calls himself “polybanderous”, performing on 
stage with any singer, musician, dancer, and artist who loves music and mayhem as 
much as he does.

The L.I.A.R.S.

The Ladies of Integrity, Aristocracy, Repute, and Society, or L.I.A.R.S., are a troupe of 
women who love to raise their voices together in song. The five lovely ladies, who go 
by the names of Temperance, Modesty, Serenity, Grace, and Patience have stated their 
goal to spread lovely harmonies and a love and appreciation of traditional music and 
sea chanties wherever they go.

Main Stage
Use the QR code to view 
full biographies online.



Misfits of Avalon

Delighting lovers of Celtic music, the group features Brian Weiland (on hammered 
dulcimer, Celtic mandolin, and anything else) and Max Cohen (fingerstyle guitarist 
with a brilliantly emotive voice). Their sound has been described as delivering both 
delicately sublime beauty and energetically powerful drive — often in the same song!

Untitl’d (Derek O’Sullivan & Ed Newton)

When they met, they bonded over shamanism, science fiction, and archaic music styles 
and Untitl’d was born of the idea of blending those interests into their own tasty 
musical eggroll. Their technique combines electric and acoustic sounds with world 
instruments to express their interests in various musical and spiritual influences. 

Zabel

Zabel, forever a student of dance, has dedicated her life to the pursuit of helping others 
thrive through the healing art of dance. She has traveled teaching and studying the art 
of belly dance and has developed a personal sacred practice through this medium. 
Zabel mentors dancers of all ages to help them discover their inner power, strength and 
calmness through dance, passing on this most precious gift.



Welcoming the Seasons: An All-Ages Workshop
With J. C. Artemisia 

Practical, KidFriendly Blessings and Life Rituals: It can be challenging to live in the 
magick as busy schedules rush us through mounds of obligations as the year turns and 
the calendar pages fall. In this allages workshop, adults and children join in exploring 
magickal energy focus winter, spring, summer, and fall. Attendees get handson creating 
seasonal blessing sigils. Other discussions include altar spaces, offerings, and 
intentional housekeep.
As a Pagan children’s author, J. C. Artemisia has spent nearly a decade writing the 
spiritual books she wished for when she was growing up Pagan in the 90s. Her titles 
include diverse representation and themes. She believes children learn best when they 
feel a deeper connection to their books, which is why all her titles include blessings, 
activities, and/or meditations in the backmatter pages.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

An Intro to the Tarot — “The LoonWitch Way”
There are only a few things that you need to memorize in order to begin your journey to 
understanding and reading the tarot. In this workshop you will learn the “most important” 
steps to being comfortable working with the tarot are, in my opinion, and understand how 
to continue developing your tarot skills and relationship with your cards. Please bring 
your own deck to this experiential class. No previous tarot experience is required.

Getting Out of Your Head to Read the Tarot
If you have ever felt intimidated or overwhelmed trying to learn the tarot, now’s your 
chance to get unstuck and out of your analytical mind! This workshop focuses on how the 
cards interact with each other to create the story of a reading. It’s not about memorization; 
it’s about communication. The Tarot is an ancient tool offering guidance and detailed 
information to us if we are open to “listen”. Being a Tarot Reader is about understanding 
the language of the cards and how they converse with each other. This workshop includes 
active readings with the participants. Please bring your own deck to work with; it deepens 
your connection to your cards and helps you see the process of readings in a new way! 
Minimal tarot experience required for this workshop.

With Sha Blackburn
Internationally recognized psychic, holistic healer, and teacher, Sha Blackburn, known as 
The LoonWitch, has been empowering individuals to transform their lives using magickal 
principles and her intuitive gifts since 1997. She is a Reiki Master Teacher, Certified 
NeuroLinguistic Practitioner, QHHT Practitioner, and is certified in Shamanic Healing 
from the Foundation of Shamanic Studies. LoonWitch.com

Workshops
Use the QR code to view 
full biographies online.





Break on Through: A Discourse in Magical Heritage Age
With CoyoteSkyWoman 

A recent post read: “So I had a thought…What if supernatural creatures don’t exist 
anymore? What if they once did, but through the years, they slowly mixed with the 
humans? You can see it in the way that middle school girl never forgets when someone 
makes her a promise…You can see the blood of dryads in hikers who never trip over 
roots. You can see it in that suburban grandmother who never lets any of her garden die. 
You can see it in that one kid who climbs a tree faster than his friends, barely looking at 
the branches as he goes.

What does it mean to be faeblooded? Dragonkin? Some avatar of a longago god? How 
do people display their connections to this possible heritage and how can we tell in a 
world of constant diagnoses and science over belief what is just the result of wishful 
thinking and what true connections exist between magical beings and our mundane lives? 
Do Otherkin have a place in this discussion as well? Come for the discussion, stay for the 
metaphorical tacos as we examine the concepts of what it would mean to have these ties to 
other races and other times.

CoyoteSkyWoman has been a member of the local pagan community for over 30 years. A 
practicing shaman, her experience has included a diverse background, including Land 
work, energy rebalancing, cleansings, channeling, and spirit work. She is the author of 
three fantasy novels and spends her days tormenting students with the English language.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Astrology of 2024–2026 — Riding the Cosmic Wave
With Patrick Flaherty 
The next two years will see all three outer planets (Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto) change 
signs, and form a once in a century alignment with each other. Amidst potentially 
dramatic societal upheavals, we will discuss what these transits will mean for the 
individual, psychologically and spiritually. I will endeavor to provide practical hints on 
how to better ride the upcoming cosmic wave.
Patrick Flaherty has explored many disciplines – Eastern religions, Western esoteric 
traditions, NonViolent Communication, trauma work – that inform his unique 
approach to astrology. He is a musician, and produces a podcast called Deep Astrology.



Dragonfire Alchemy — With Jenna Greene 
In your childhood you probably heard stories of a brave soul who sets out upon a quest to 
find a mysterious cave and battle the fiery dragon within. While this may seem like a mere 
fairytale, there is much to be learned from dragon stories, for they are rich in mythic 
symbolism. In this workshop, you will learn how to use these symbols as magickal tools. 
You will discover your own dragon story. Together we will fight “dragons” you’ve met 
before:  Procrastination, Imposter Syndrome, Not Good Enough, Stuck, Doubt, Fear, Self
Consciousness, and the biggest, baddest dragon of all, Should. We will battle these 
fearsome beasts and transform them into guardians and guides, with the five “swords” I 
teach you to wield: Somatic Release, Mental Reframing, Hyperfocus, Inner Child Work, 
and Visualization. As you bring your personal dragon story to life, it is my hope that it will 
become a roadmap to authenticity, freedom, and playfulness on your  quest through life.
Jenna Greene is an Emmynominated musician, healer, artist, and ritualist. Her great 
passion is to use her gifts to heal your “not good enoughs” – those wounded places deep 
inside that hold you back from a joyful life. She intuitively taps into goddess archetypes, 
nature spirituality, and shamanism to nurture and inspire your path and purpose. 
GreeneLadyMusic.com

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Empowered from Within: Spiritual Keys to Personal Growth
With Diana Harris 
The last year or so has left many of us feeling disconnected. It’s time to release the old and 
unleash the untapped power within you! We'll explore the profound connection between 
our spiritual and personal development, with a unique blend of ancient wisdom and 
modern insights.We'll explore mindfulness practice, harnessing our heart power, and 
practices to help align your actions with your authentic self. We'll dive into some timeless 
spiritual principles that empower us to overcome obstacles, cultivate resilience, and 
embrace a life of purpose and fulfillment. Whether you're seeking clarity in your 
relationships or personal endeavors, “Empowered from Within” provides the tools and 
guidance to navigate life’s journey with more confidence and grace. Join us!
Diana Harris is a nationally known intuitive counselor, holistic healer, medium, and 
educator, with a dedicated practice spanning over 25 years. Widely recognized for the 
precision of her intuitive and mediumship services, as well as her engaging workshops, 
Diana has earned a reputation as a soughtafter professional in her field. To learn more 
about Diana Harris and her transformative work: DianaHarris.net.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



Stringbound Journal Make and Take
Recycle, repurpose, recolor! — With Kate HollyClark 
This is a handson workshop on how to make a stringbound journal, using a discarded 
book for the cover. Stringbinding is an old bookmaking technique traditionally used to 
consolidate a bunch of smaller books or signatures of pages; so you can add and remove 
sections as you please. We’ll talk a little bit about colorcorrespondences for what you use 
your books FOR. Bring a baggie full of scraps of fabric or fun papers or scrap pictures or 
whatever from home for decoration. I'll provide glue, old books, string, and an assortment 
of scraps of decorative stuff I have on hand at the time.
Since 1996 Kate has played with multiple media for jewelry, mostly concentrating on wire, 
beads, clay, and wood. She has been busy working in various media and crafts, with a 
Yankee emphasis on “practical”, which is how she got into soap.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Food for Thought — The Art of Divination with Food
With Dawn Hunt
Food is life, Food is Love and Food is Magic! Her upcoming work “The Culinary 
Oracle”, Dawn Hunt has created a practical way of using foods to guide our everyday 
life and receive messages from spirit using food. In this workshop we will take a 
deeper dive into the magical and energetic qualities of simple ingredients and what 
deeper meanings they have for our spiritual lives.
Dawn Aurora Hunt, owner and CEO of Cucina Aurora Kitchen Witchery, has been 
teaching and writing on the topics of Kitchen Witchery and Spiritual Nutrition since 
2010, when she started her own company making gourmet foods with a dash of magic 
and a heaping helping of positive vibes as the main ingredients. With simple 
ingredients and the power of intention, Hunt teaches people how to cook simple meals 
in a mindful way to help achieve spiritual goals. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fires of the Queer Spirit — With Wrentek MacGowan
This is an experience for people who selfidentify as queer to share sacred space with 
each other, and with Queer Spirit. We will share, as we are moved, our own experience 
of queerness, and commune with Queer Spirit for healing and inspiration. If you 
identify as queer (including, but certainly not limited to, gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
pansexual, transgender, nonbinary, polyamorous, asexual, aromantic) you are 
welcome.

Wrentek is also presenting Sex Café. See the After Dark page for more info.

Wrentek is a lifelong explorer and practitioner of primal earth energies. He uses 
multiple earthbased traditions including Celtic, Norse, African, Mayan in his training 
and healing sessions. He also uses somatic body work, elements of Tantra, breathwork 
and more to support seekers. He is Reiki Master Teacher. Wren has many years of 
Runic Study. He is a certified Global Fire Walk Instructor and facilitator. He is Pagan 
Priest having graduated seminary training with the Temple of Witchcraft. He creates an 
open & safe environment for clients and students regardless of sexual orientation, 
lifestyle, gender identity, or gender expression. 



Reconciling Divine Paradox Along the Pentacle Path of 
Elemental Witchcraft
Presenting the Pentacle Path of Elemental Witchcraft as a magickal system enacted 
throughout the Wheel of the Year. Like each stroke drawn of a fivepointed star, each 
mystery of earth, air, fire, water and spirit weaves between the projective outer mysteries, 
and the receptive inner mysteries. Through this practice of Elemental Witchcraft, those 
powers aid the Witch to reconcile the paradoxes created by the illusion of material 
separation of God/dess here in the middle world. We’ll discuss elemental earth and the 
Path of Sovereignty, air and the Path of Truth, fire and the Path of Power, water and the 
Path of Love, and spirit as the Path of Completion. These tools aid Witchcraft’s 
transformation of our society into a cooperative culture inspired by a God/dess in balance. 

Auspicious Timing by Astrology: The Great Work of Magick 
throughout the Wheel of the Year
Auspicious timing according to astrology lays out a yearlong map of energetic tides 
according to earth’s natural cycles, rather than the Catholic legacy of the Gregorian 
Calendar. This Great Work planning method for meaningful magickal workings within the 
Wheel of the Year, allows the witch deep spiritual exploration while balancing their five
fold self. This workshop integrates the 8 elemental mysteries with the seasons, the Sabbats 
of the Sun, the full and dark moon Esbats, including a look at blue and black moons, and 
patterns of lunar leadership. 

Elemental Witchcraft and a New Witch's Jewel of Power 
To know, to will, to dare and to keep silent. Since the 18th century, these were the four 
Hermetic magickal maxims known as the Sphinx of the Magus. These maxims describe 
the projective lessons of earth, air, water, and fire. Within 20th C. Wicca, the Sphinx 
morphed into a new symbol: the Witch’s Pyramid, crowned with Spirit and a new maxim, 
the Wiccan Rede. That's only half the story! We'll explore an expanded symbolical 
structure to better describe the mirror reflection of the God/dess in balance. Introducing 
the Witch’s Jewel of Power, and the receptive elemental tools of cooperation culminates in 
the missing maxim of the Goddess: Perfect Love and Perfect Trustworthiness.

With Heron Michelle
Heron Michelle is a witch, priestess, artist, a Reiki master, tarot reader, clairvoyant, and 
mom. She is the founding high priestess of the Sojo Circle Coven, and the creator of a 
training program in modern witchcraft. She is the owner of Sojourner Whole Earth 
Provisions. She is also the author of  “Elemental Witchcraft: A Guide to Living a 
Magickal Life Through the Elements,” a foundation for many of her workshops. 



Queen of Heaven, Earth and Sea 
Working with Hekate who rules these three realms. This powerful Goddess teaches us 
how to be sovereign over our own Queen and Kingdoms of Mind, Body and Emotion 
through practical applications of life. One of the 13 goals of the Witch is "know thyself."

Enter the Crone
We often hear Goddess referred to in three aspects of Maiden, Mother and Crone. In 
this workshop, we will discuss the Crone and experience her through meeting the 
archetype of the Old Woman who never dies in a guided journey. 

With Matooka Moonbear
Matooka MoonBear is an initiated High Priestess in Feminine Mysteries and Temple 
of Witchcraft traditions creating ritual, rites of passage & Shamanic initiation. She is 
an ordained minister with the Temple of Witchcraft and Lead Minister for Pisces. Her 
great work & passion lie in the healing of the feminine principle & relationship to the 
Crone, in the psyche of all humanity. MatookaMoonbear.com

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Planning Sabbat Rituals Throughout the Wheel of the Year
With  Robbi Packard 
Throughout the Wheel of the Year, we celebrate the seasons, either as a solitary 
practitioner, or as part of a larger group. We could use the same ritual for all of the 
celebrations, but each sabbat, each season, offers us inspiration we can use to make 
each celebration special. We'll delve into what each sabbat offers as inspiration to help 
us customize each ritual, including some organic preparations that Robbi uses for 
rituals, and how she builds on them throughout the year. She does not limit the idea of 
Sabbat celebrations to any particular Deities, opening possibilities for a broader sense 
of community, bringing people together regardless of their own personal practices.

Robbi Packard is the Proprietress of The Robin’s Nest in Bellingham, MA and creator 
of her personal line, Sacred Grove Creations – The Art of Sacred Space. A Witch and 
High Priestess of the Craft, she has helped to foster a thriving pagan community by 
setting the example of kindness and compassion while walking in her Personal Power. 
Robbi is a Witch, businesswoman, artist, community leader and charity organizer. 
TheRobinsNestMA.com and SacredGroveCreations.com

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Multi-Level Protection Magick — With Suzanne Routhier
In a world where unseen energies abound and physical and spiritual wellbeing are 
intertwined, the practice of protection magick serves as a powerful tool for safeguarding 
ourselves on multiple levels. Drawing upon ancient wisdom and contemporary 
understanding, we’ll look at holistic approaches to protection that address both the 
physical and spiritual aspects of our being.

Suzanne Routhier is a practitioner of Eclectic Witchcraft with a profound connection to 
the ancient wisdom and traditions of the earthbased spiritual path. With more than 25 
years of experience in exploring the depths of Paganism and Witchcraft, she brings a 
wealth of knowledge and insight to the Pagan community.



How Being Present Awakens Your Third Eye
Join StacyLynn for this infomative lecture on techniques that work to help shift your 
frame of mind and your energy to be centered around living in the current moment. 
Allow the worry about the past and anxiety of the future to fade away and begin to use 
these techniques to remove your life from flight or fight mode.

Understanding Your Psychic Abilities
In class we will review how intuitive abilities is something we all possess and when you 
understand them and develop them you will be amazed at how much you can improve areas 
in your life with a deeper understanding of yourself and your insight. Plus it'll be fun!

With StacyLynn Sheppard
As a Mother, Breast Cancer Survivor, Author, Intuitive Life Coach, Psychic Medium, 
Motivational Speaker and Spiritual Minister, StacyLynn has amazing information and 
knowledge to share. She takes you on your own path of selfhealing and awakening 
through facing your shadow side of self and confronting all that hides within those 
shadows and brings it all back into the light. Guiding you to success in all areas of your 
life by opening your heart, mind and soul.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Glamor: Not Just for Supermodels
Glamor. You may have read this term in conjunction with vampires, and this is a very apt 
term: the vampire uses his charisma and good looks (if you read Stephanie Meyer) to 
attract and dominate his victims. Cult leaders use glamor to affect their congregations. 
That person everyone follows around at work; the woman who has her coworkers 
hanging on her every word has glamor. Abusers use glamor to attract victims. Identifying 
and avoiding metaphysical glamor is the subject of this workshop. You'll learn the 
danger signs that you're being “glammed” and ways to counter the effects of such 
incursions. There might even be some charms involved!

Accessing the Deep Fire
We will review how intuitive abilities are something we all possess. Often when we 
think of fire, our minds go to open flames: drum circle fires, candle flames, cooking 
fires. But fire goes far deeper than that, into the earth; it lies beneath our feet and comes 
to the surface as an upwelling of creation, bringing forth new, fertile land. This workshop 
is a ritual/meditation, an exercise intended to assist attendees in accessing and 
channeling the deeprooted creative energies of the Earth’s Deep Fire.

Sophia will also present Just the Facts, Ma'at. See the After Dark page for more info.

With Sophia Kelly Shultz
Sophia Kelly Shultz has led a colorful life. At UPenn, she studied Egyptology with a 
particular focus on the language, and spent many happy hours in the storage areas 
seldom seen by outsiders. Sophia follows a nontraditional shamanic path which 
connects particularly with rocks and running water. Her practice also includes 
counseling others and teaching that “creativity” does not mean “creating things that 
other people will like.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



Working with the Beloved Dead — With Josh Simonds
Join Psychic Medium Josh Simonds as he discusses ways to work with one’s Ancestors 
and Beloved Dead. He will discuss how he has learned to work with the dead in his 
experience as a professional medium, as well as offer tips in honoring them with 
offerings and altar spaces.

Josh discovered his connection to Spirit in his mid thirties. As soon as he began to 
connect to the ancestors, his skills as a medium and psychic blossomed. He has now 
been doing professional work as a psychic medium for 5 years. He has clients all over 
the globe, and has been travelling all over New England for group reading events. You 
can learn more about him at JoshSimonds.com

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pagan Living
What does it mean to live as a pagan in modern times? Feeling disconnected or out of 
touch with the spirits? Join Valentine Stormcrow for a discussion on living life as a pagan 
in the 21st century. We will discuss things to do both in and outside the home that can be 
added to our daily practice and help us be more mindful of the spiritual world around us.

The Importance of Cleansing and Blessing Ritual Tools 
Before Using Them
Many of the ritual tools we use are purchased from others. We don’t know where the tool 
has been, what energies it has picked up in its travels, and what intention the maker had 
when they made it. This is why we cleanse and bless our tools before we use them. We'll 
cover the many ways to cleanse a tool (clearing harmful and unwanted energies) and how 
to bless the tool for its intended use. If you purchase tools at the marketplace on Saturday, 
you will have an opportunity to cleanse and bless your new tools in the main ritual.

Irena and Valentine are also presenting Exorcism during After Dark, and performing the 
Main Ritual with The Serenity Circle coven .

With Irena and Valentine Stormcrow
Irena and Valentine lead Serenity Circle coven (Malborough, NH), a second generation 
eclectic coven that practices a blend of  European traditions. Valentine is a Norse godhi 
(priest) with a root in European shamanism. Irena grew up in a practicing Pagan 
household and  is a Hekatean priestess and practitioner of both green and hearth 
witchcraft. She is an adept of the healing arts.



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Magic Incense 101 – Make and Take
Join herbalist and mage Isaac Vars as he discusses making incense for magic. If you are 
looking for a discussion about how to use incense in magic, what plants to use in an 
incense blend, and a few recipes for you to try out yourself, then this talk is for you! While 
they’re not letting him burn anything inside (cowards!), he can at least discuss burning 
some of our favorite botanicals in the name of magic, devotion, and mysticism.

Animistic Practices to Meet Plant Spirits
Herbalist and mage Isaac Vars has heard from folks many times that they don’t know 
where to start with deepening their knowledge of plants. If you are one of those people, 
then this talk is for you. Isaac will discuss some of his favorite methods of getting to know 
the spirit of a plant, including visionary techniques, sensory techniques, and resource 
research that will help one connect deeply to a plant ally to get to know them a little better.

With Isaac Vars
Isaac Vars has been drawn to both the world of plants and the world of magic as long as 
he can remember. Throughout his life, he has studied herbalism, learned Reiki, and 
explored magical practice with many teachers. He is a tarot reader, a Hekateaen devotee, 
and a healer. You can learn more about him at GreenMountainMage.com

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Answering the Call of a Dark Goddess — With Willow Violette
Answering the call of a Dark Goddess is a courageous act of self sovereignty however 
sometimes we fear the unknown when she does. We will be discussing the limitations we 
put on ourselves and how she asks us to rise above them. This is geared towards anyone 
new to doing shadow work or working with dark deities.
Willow is a practicing Witch, certified medium and healer. She is currently studying to be 
Ordained at Church of Eternal Light and walks her path with the Dark Goddesses. . She 
teaches classes at her church and has taught at a local shop in Collinsville, CT.



A Special Place, A Special Year: Creating a Local Sacred Year
With Kirk White
Many of us are familiar with the standard 8 holidays of the Wiccan/ NeoPagan year. But, 
for some, they don't fit our local climates. Spring does not begin in February or March in 
Vermont. This class explores creating locally oriented holidays and sacred traditions.
Kirk White is a healer, teacher, a practicing Witch and Magician, a psychotherapist, and a 
licensed East Asian medical practitioner. His skills and interests include traditional 
healing modalities, various magickal and spiritual traditions, and models of Pagan 
leadership and ministry. He is the author of five books. RevKirkWhite.com

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Group Sound Alchemy Experience — With Char Willingham
Dive into an enchanting exploration of sound and vibration with Char Willingham and 
navigate through the mystical realms of sonic alchemy. This potent practice melds the 
profound wisdom of ancient traditions with the insights of contemporary science, helping 
you tap into the universal rhythms and unlock your true potential. Whether you seek 
relaxation, stress relief, or a deeper connection with your inner self, this event offers a 
unique space for expansiveness, spaciousness, and inward contemplation. 
You can see Char Willingham's biography on the Psychic Readers page.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Into the Labyrinth: Change Through Movement
Life is a labyrinth, a cycling of seasons that we are constantly moving through to reveal 
ourselves. In this workshop, we will work with physical movements that will aid in 
uncovering the various layers of our psyche (playing with age, identity, ability, and 
roles), as well as help us to connect with the journey of others. Discover sacred and 
ecstatic movement that you can incorporate into your own practices and rituals. 
Comfortable clothing is recommended.

Weave The Liminal: Crafting Authentic Witchcraft
What does it mean to be an authentic Witch? Who or what sets the bar for authenticity? 
How can it define or impede your path? How do you find what is the best practice for 
you? Discover the Modern Traditional Witch’s RITES: Roots, Inspiration, Time, 
Environment, and Star. These make up a dynamic system that centers around key 
elements essential for crafting an effective practice that works for you.

With Laura Tempest Zakroff
Laura is the author of several bestselling books including “Weave the Liminal”, “Sigil 
Witchery”, “Visual Alchemy” (Winner of the Gold 2023 COVR Award for Witchcraft & 
Magick), and Anatomy of a Witch, as well as the artist and author of the Anatomy of a 
Witch Oracle (Winner of the Bronze 2023 COVR Award for Oracle Cards) and The 
Liminal Spirit Oracle. Laura is the creative force behind several community events and 
teaches workshops online and worldwide. For more, go to LauraTempestZakroff.com

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



Readings for Empowerment
Join Roxie Zwicker for a session to take your readings to the next level. Discover 
unique techniques for using your cards for vision boarding and manifestation. Explore 
exciting layouts that allow for deeper and more meaningful readings. Bring your own 
deck or try a new deck, as Roxie will bring a variety of decks to sample. This session is 
geared to any experience level or any deck, be it Tarot, Oracle, or Lenormand.

The Haunted History of Salem, Massachusetts
Explore the mysteries of the Witch City, Salem, Massachusetts with Roxie Zwicker, the 
author of 10 books on New Englands folklore and ghost stories. Take a virtual guided 
tour of the 17th century Charter Street Burial ground, Howard Street Cemetery and 
many haunted, historic sites around the city. Discover where you can stay and dine with 
the spirits of the past along with an exploration of the local curiosities. Unearth stories 
that you may not have known as Roxie shares what she learned living in one of the most 
visited and spooky destinations in America.

With Roxie Zwicker
Roxie Zwicker has been entertaining the locals, visitors from away and curious souls 
with her unique ghost stories since 1994. Her company New England Curiosities, 
located in Portsmouth, NH has been offering ghost tours, and special events since 2002 
and are consistently on top of the nation’s travel and tourism lists. Featured on HGTV, 
the History Channel, Fox News and on the Travel Channel, Roxie is successful 
podcaster and the author of 10 books on New England’s ghost stories and folklore. 
NewEnglandCuriosities.com



Friday

Dance Showcase and Performance

Come and experience a unique After Dark offering where the worlds of dance, music, 
community and spirituality converge in a community friendly dance performance, the 
Middle Eastern concept of dance party. Enjoy the works of local belly dance and fusion 
dance artists from all around New England. We honor the elements through music and the 
visual art of dance. Dance the night away in an open and freeing dance space. Step into a 
world of magick, music, percussion, and community.
Zabel and The ZaBellies are a theatrical belly dance inspired performing troupe who have 
had the pleasure of performing with each other for the past 10 years! They perform 
everything from traditional inspired Middle Eastern choreography to modern theatrical 
and spiritual original works of performance art.

Drum Circle with Dave Curry

Dave will lead an open drum circle that welcomes all ages and skill levels.  He will start 
things off with some basic instruction on how to play some of the common drum types, as 
well as teaching you some of the most recognizable drum rhythms that are popular in 
drum circles.  There will also be an opportunity for people to “freestyle” or spontaneously 
improvise rhythms on the spot.  If you have your own drum or percussion gadgets, bring 
them along.  There will be loaner drums available for borrowing on a first come, first 
serve basis.  Dancers are also welcome in the circle, and poi spinners or hoopers are 
welcome outside the circle so as not to bonk anyone on the head.

The Jenna Greene Band

The Jenna Greene Band will take you to mythic realms with their ethereal yet powerful 
Celtic Fantasy, Prog Rock, and Goth soundscapes. Their style has been described as 
“Loreena McKennitt meets Nightwish.”

Opening Blessing Ritual

On our 11th year, there will be an Opening Ritual on Friday evening at this year’s 
Magickal Marketplace. Join musician and ritualist Jenna Greene for the Opening Blessing 
Ritual.  We will be honoring the spirits and elementals of our brandnew space.  We will 
also raise positive energies of wellness, abundance, inspiration, and joy for our patrons, 
artisans, musicians, readers, presenters, and volunteers!

After Dark
Use the QR code to view 

full descriptions and biographies 
online.



Saturday

The Seasons Masquerade Ball 
with the Nathaniel Johnstone Band

This year’s theme is the Wheel of the year: The Four Seasons.  Dress as a Season for 
the costume contest, enjoy incredible music, and spend the evening dancing and having 
fun.  There will be munchies and a cash bar.  Once again, we'll have prizes for the best 
season costumes. Prizes given for: Best Seasonal Group (max 5 people), Most Creative 
Overall Season, and the Best Representation of a Single Season.
With a full rocking complement of guitar, violin, keys, saxophone, bass, drums, and 
multiple vocalists, The Nathaniel Johnstone Band brings a highenergy, dance
inducing, mythical, and magical experience. They will be joined by his partner, 
collaborator (and one of our presenters) Laura Tempest Zakroff. 

Candlelight Labyrinth Walk — With Tracy Andryc 

Walk the labyrinth in this After Dark workshop and experience the meditative magic of 
the labyrinth.  Beautifully setup in the Movement studio with candles and music bring 
the experience to life. Labyrinth walking is an ancient practice used by many different 
faiths for spiritual centering, contemplation, and prayer. Entering the serpentine path of 
a labyrinth, you walk slowly while quieting your mind and focusing on a spiritual 
question or prayer. Walking a labyrinth is a form of active meditation, which provides 
many benefits, and labyrinth walking is a unique spiritual experience. Learn more 
about labyrinth walking meditation and its potential benefits.
Tracy Andryc sees the labyrinth as a universal tool that can be used in a magical/
spiritual context, regardless of your religious path. She takes a holistic approach to her 
labyrinth work by incorporating other modalities such as Reiki, crystal grids/healing, 
breath work, sound and sacred dance.



Sex Café — With Wrentek MacGowan 

Coming explore topics of sex, sex magick, sexuality, alternative lifestyles, gender, 
communication and more. Do you have questions? Do you have answers? This workshop 
will have no nudity or sexual contact; however, you must be open to discussing topics of a 
sexual nature. All are welcome to come, share and experience in a safe and inviting space. 
This is for those over 18.
You can see Wrentek MacGowan's biography on the Workshops page. 

Just the Facts, Ma'at: Ancient Egyptian Magic, Plain and 
Simple — With Wrentek MacGowan 

Just as the wonders of ancient Egyptian culture need no embellishment, the complex and 
fascinating magical practices of the ancient Egyptians do not need the imaginative 
embellishments envisioned by modern authors and practitioners. This workshop explores 
the core concepts surrounding ancient Egyptian magic, providing information about core 
beliefs and practices that spanned the 30 centuries of ancient Egyptian civilization.
You can see Sophia Kelly Shultz on the Workshops page. 

Exorcism: The Art & Science of Dealing with Unwelcome 
Spirits — With Irena and Valentine Stormcrow 

Join Valentine Stormcrow for an introduction to spiritual warfare. We will be covering 
topics such as nonhuman entities, attachments, haunted places and how to deal with 
them. Val has participated in over 30 Exorcisms of people places and things using 
techniques both ancient and modern. This is an 18+ workshop..
You can see Irena and Valentine's biography on the Workshops page.



The Adhizen
The Adhizen offers magical and shamanic tools for personal and communal 
exploration. Items include rattles, drums, prayer beads, talismans, jewelry, and more, 
all handmade in the studio.

Ancient Fire Henna
Natural, artisanal henna body art for adornment, glamour, or for magickal intentions!

Antika Nueva (Presenter)
Kate has played with multiple media for jewelry, mostly concentrating on wire, beads, 
clay, and wood. She has been busy working in various media and crafts, with a Yankee 
emphasis on “practical,” which is how she got into soap.The fact that it lasts longer, 
smells better, and doesn’t chew on your dry skin makes it that much better! Enjoy!

Auntie Arwen’s Spices
Over 300 spice blends, salts, peppercorns, herbs, teas, and more, all categorized to help 
you find the right blend for the your recipe, but they recommend you try them your 
way! There is something perfect for every kitchen.

AZ Stained Glass LLC
Stained glass panels with pagan and mythological themes. Recently, I have added a 
line of scrying mirrors, some with dragons, Medusa, mermaids, and simple borders. I 
have also published two books, and I have a small selection of crocheted shawls. I only 
carry 10 or less of those as they take so long to make.

Blue Flame Leather
A unique assortment of belts, bags, pouches, hats, and other things to complete your 
persona. They make primarily leather and textile accessories – hats, spats, neckwear, 
wristwear, belts, bags, arm bracers, and tiny leather and paper book necklaces, metal 
flasks, resin and metal cameo brooches, hat pins, and some Steampunk items.

Boo’s Creations
Handmade Gnome Doors in classic and themed styles, along with handsculpted clay 
Wizard pens, and Herkimer Diamonds both in and out of their natural setting.

Cabochons
Silver jewelry; long striped stockings suitable for witches, fairies, or pirates; and items 
produced by their artists, from Tchipakkan’s Pagan Cookbooks and ceramic altar 
images, to Willow’s handmade jewelry and fleece blankets.

Calcite & Comfrey
Organic and wild crafted herbal body care. Soap is made from scratch and scented with 
original essential oil blends, available separately. Herbal salves have a loyal following, 
with ingredients sourced from local trails, their own land, and two beehives. Other 
ingredients are sourced from local organic farmers. Every product is infused with Reiki.

Magical Merchants
Use the QR code to learn more 

about our merchants online.



Cornerstone Creations
Offering a vast array of concrete statuary, planters, wall and fence hangings, 
candleholders, and bird feeders, specializing in mythical, fantasy, celestial, pagan, 
gothic, pop culture, and nature inspired designs.

Crystal’s M)0(n
Handcrafted and homegrown herbal products, such as lotions, oils, spays, tinctures and 
spices, created using goddess blessings, moon water, and intentions for its specific 
purpose. Plus other products created with blessings for your personal magical needs.

Cucina Aurora Kitchen Witchery (Presenter)
Kitchen Witch Wares for all your Magical Meals! Ritual Aprons, handburned wooden 
cutting boards and spoons, and cookie cutters; organic Herb and Energyinfused olive 
oils (Rosemary/Oregano, Sundried Tomato Basil, Hot Pepper, and our famous Roasted 
Garlic); herb mixes and dips; and allnatural cookie mixes. Everything is glutenfree 
and dairyfree! Dawn “the Kitchen Witch” will sign copies of "Tastes from the 
Temple."

Diamonds and Dinosaurs 
Crystals, fossils, tumbled stones, sterling silver gemstone jewelry, gemstone hearts, 
Spheres, Stars, Eggs, Pyramids, Carvings, Animals, and Polished Agate Slabs. Unique 
Gifts from around the World, including Moldavite and Meteorite.

The Dragon’s Keep
 Handetched glassware and other handmade crafts. Come explore us to find that 
unique tool or gift. If you dream it, we can create it or find it. We are constantly finding 
new and unique items to carry. Our eclectic variety includes allnatural incense, oils, 
local and national artists, fair trade, and is ever growing.. TheDragonsKeep.net



The Dragonfly Shop
A “Make Your Own Spell Kit” table featuring crystals and stones, herbs, candles, and a 
la carte items for basic spellcasting, color magick, and sympathetic magick for a 
variety of intentions. The Dragonfly Shop works with Queen of Swords Tarot to craft 
magickal charms for handmade tarot/spell bags. Payment by Cash or Venmo.

Elen's Candles
Soy candles, goatmilk soaps, hand and body lotions, room sprays, car fresheners.

Enchanted Remains
Using elements from nature as the medium we encourage you to view the macabre in 
an enchanted light. We offer wish and spell jars, handburned wood decor and boxes, 
bone jewelry, genuine crystals/gifts, and wall art or the perfect piece for your altar. We 
use all ethicallysourced skulls, bones, insects, and wood.

Every Witch Wares NH
We offer a variety of handpoured soy wax intention candles, handcrafted spell jars and 
spell jar necklaces, artisan soaps, crystals, and other spell components.

Fairy Simple Baubles
We focus on handmade orgonitelike items, except we use silver as a metal to amplify 
healing/protective properties of the stones. We offer containers, mystical creatures, 
pyramids, dragon eggs, and an eventexclusive mystery mold.  All epoxy resin is US
sourced and aquarium and foodsafe.

Faye’s Fortunes
We have a wide array of laseretched custom vacuum mugs, laseretched unique cutting 
boards, and rolling pins, as well as handmade pendulum boards, tarot card holders, 
trivets, and unique and original cornerhanging wooden ‘door buddies’. Beyond these 
madeathome creations, we also sell aromatherapy car vents, inspirational and witchy 
wall tin signs, spellenhancing wax furnaces, charms, crystals, and moon water.

Full Moon Creations 13
An eclectic Kaleidoscope of creativity and embroidered wonderment. There’s 
something for everybody in my shop. I specialize in pagan altar cloths, shadowboxes, 
handbags, and other embroidered wonderment. I’m a one person, one machine 
operation, making one order at a time. I do offer custom orders.

Her Wild Soul LLC
Handmade metaphysical items and tools such as intuitively wirewrapped and beaded 
healing jewelry, handmade incense, handmade bath and body salts, sprays, and face 
masks, handmade spirit and pendulum boards, pendulums, and crystal grids. We also 
have a unique variety of crystals, carvings, books, and decks. 

Honestly Necessary
Resin art that specializes in functional home decor items. From nostalgic and floral 
feels to upcycled vintage seekers, we carry a selection for everyone to enjoy. 
Everything handmade is necessary.

HoneyShak Apiaries
Dedicated to raising honeybees in a safe and organic atmosphere, and promoting health 
and care for all pollinators it is run and owned by an eclectic witch. Local raw honey 
from our organically raised bees. Bees wax and fruit jams made from our own fruit and 
honey. And crystals, crystal dragons, and crystal pedants to help support the Apiary.

Hooded Raven / Devas and Dragons
Designer of specialized jewelry created from various metals, gemstones and crystals.



Jackie’s Essentials
Brand partners with Young Living Essential Oils promote 100% pure therapeutic grade 
essential oils. Many companies claim their oils are 100% pure when in fact they are not. 
Essential oils are not regulated by the FDA. Sleep, pain, immune support and more!

J. C. Artemisia Books (Presenter)
Browse a wide selection of Pagan children’s books for ages NB12+ with themes 
including sun and moon blessings, elemental alignments, empath connections, deities, 
nature, holidays, and even death. We have magickal themed plush toys, stickers, and 
lapel pins! Grab a free bookmark and get your book signed by the author! In partnership 
with The Magickal Dragonfly shop children’s book totes inspired by J. C. Artemisia 
titles and popular culture, as well as handcrafted magickal drawstring bags, travel altar 
cloths, mugs, and other magickal wares!

Jenna Greene (Presenter)
Jenna Greene is a singersongwriterharpist inspired by Celtic myth and faerie magick. 
She will be selling her two solo CDs, Crossroads and Wild Earth Child, as well as her 
release Fairy’s Love Song with Kellianna. Jenna is also a mythic artist and will have her 
meditation art prints and Tshirts available for purchase.

Jess of All Trades
Handmade magical items, such as book/plant jewelry made from recycled jewelry, home 
harvested magical ingredients, and pensive potions (potions bottle/divining tool/
meditation aid).

Joe Huber: Massage Therapist (In the Quiet room) 
Joe Huber specializes in Swedish massage, which can help relax and destress the body 
after a long day. He will have his massage chair and massage table with him, offering 
you a choice based on your comfort, to help give you the most relaxing massage.

Karen’s Crowns and Hats
A large variety of handmade crowns and decorative hats. Handstitched crowns and 
embellished hats for children and adults, for dress up, renaissance faires, cosplay and 
more. Some include antler, horned, veiled, flower, unicorn, beaded, and more.

Kenneth Raye Wandcraft
Ken makes his wands from various wood types harvested responsibly from local sources 
and reclaimed 100+ year old barn wood. Each wand is carved or burned with designs and 
symbols or adorned with stones or crystals. Brimming with magical energy, each wand is 
totally unique. Custom wands are available. KRWandcraft.Etsy.com.

Knotty Witches
Unique soy candles and resin art.

Lakeside Gifts 
Quartz crystals and rough stones and minerals.

Lisa Rentzler Art
A mixedmedia artist who produces art with a Pagan/Wiccan vibe as well as magical 
items to use in your everyday practice: altars, altar cards, journals, chicken feet, etc.) She 
fuses old and new items as well as reimagines items found in thrift stores & flea markets 
to create pieces you will treasure for years to come.

Magpie Rampant
A range of eclectic and smallbatch goods designed to evoke a sense of whimsy and 
magic. Our creations include, steampunk, and goth resin jewelry, divination tools, book
jewelry, handfoiled bookmarks, buttons, and so much more. 



Meloria Maille
Chain maille, laser made products, and more for the witchy, weird, and queer.  
Products include jewelry and accessories, and is not limited to earrings, necklaces, 
bracelets, bow ties, coaster, wine charms, dice bags, and more.

Midnight Moonlight and Magick
We sell affordable crystals, sterling silver jewelry, taxidermy, tarot cards and many 
other witchy items.

Miriam’s Wellspring
Explore a diverse range of offerings including artisanal soaps, allnatural deodorants, 
luxurious scrubs, enchanting spell jars, mystical witch balls, and much more. Each item 
is meticulously crafted and imbued with reiki energy and the power of lunar charging.

Modern Day Magick LLC
Tools and education to build a witchcraft or other spiritual practice that works with 
their needs, lifestyles, and beliefs. These include botanical & herbal blends of infused 
oils, loose incense, teas, topical products, beeswax candles, jewelry, exclusive 
botanical charm vials, spell kits, zines and educational booklets, stickers, tshirts, altar 
supplies, and other assorted magickal kits and tools.

MoonDragon Designs
100% handmade, Paganmade goods, such as capes, cloaks, hats, scarves, 
handwarmers, beaded jewelry, wirewrapped stone pendants, jewelry bags, beaded wire 
suncatchers, and more!

The Multifaceted Shaman
I create crystal healing jewelry, drums, rattles, smudge fans, Tree of life horse shoes, 
crystal and bone healing wands, orgonite dragons and skulls.



Nanna’s Odds and Ends
Themed quilts, repurposed cigar boxes, book bags, lounge pants.

New England Curiosities (Presenter)
Roxie Zwicker is a published author of 9 books on New England history and folklore. 
Her creations are designed to inspire the mystical seeker and her readings to empower 
them.

The New England Goddess Temple / The Durga Studio
Our shop is filled with art, healing tinctures, sculptures, crystals, candles, malas, books 
and more from local artisans and authors from our community.

New Hampshire Pagans
Handmade items, like shadow boxes, wreaths, intention pillows, custom witchy tree 
skirt, witch shadow jars, glow poi balls, key rings, oujia boards, pendulum boards, as 
well as promotional bracelets and keyrings for New Hampshire.

New You Reflexology (Lourdes) (In the Quiet room) 
Reflexology is an ancient Chinese practice of therapy focusing on the feet, hands, ears, 
and face to relieve pain and stress. The restorative power of reflexology is most evident 
when the body’s natural abilities to heal itself are reclaimed. Come visit Lourdes 
CentenoFanjoy for your reflexology session and see how reflexology can help you.

One Path Labyrinth Ventures (Presenter)
Tracy Andryc creates ceramic finger labyrinths in a ritual setting with focused intention 
and healing energy. Each piece is a handcrafted, sacred tool designed to aid the user on 
their path to healing and wholeness. She also offers other ceramic spiritual tools such 
as smudge pots, rattles, jewelry, wall art, divination cards, cauldrons, touch stones, 
drinking vessels, votive holders, offering bowls and more.

OrchardWorks Magic Wands
Handmade magic wands and accessories such as real leather holsters, 3Dprinted 
display stands, dragons, and more!

Personal Reflections
Personal Reflections grew out of Sherry and Shelly’s desire to stop contributing to the 
sea of plastic floating in the oceans. Their products are handmade with 100% cotton! If 
shopping bags aren’t your thing, they also carry soft cotton journal covers and wallets. 

Phoenix HandCrafted
I am a crafter who makes handcrafted wooden and metal objects ranging from altars 
and spiritual tools to kitchen items to home decor and everything in between.

Queen of Swords Tarot
Elegantly handcrafted Tarot Traveller bags, reversible altar cloths, and Herbal Dream 
Pillows. Seasonal, original, and magickal witchy accessories.

Queenie Care, LLC
An awardwinning CBD company focused on producing highquality, allergenfree 
products.  All items are made with natural, organic ingredients, and are locally sourced 
whenever possible.

The Robin’s Nest (Presenter)
A Metaphysical shop where Magick Meets Community! The Robin’s Nest brings a 
wide selection of unique gifts, custom crafted potions & wares, magickal & ritual 
items, divination materials, books, candles, crystals, ritual wear, and more to outside 
events and offers even more at their store in Bellingham MA. TheRobinsNestMA.com



Rose of the Wood
We connect our visitors with the abundance nature provides and the greater sacred 
community. We offer a variety of unique tools and supplies, all of which are ethically 
sourced, harvested, and handpicked, from quality suppliers and passionate crafters.  
Some of these items include candles, herbs, teas, incenses, bath and body delights, 
essential and blended oils, unique jewelry, stones, gifts, spell charms, tools, and more.

Sha the LoonWitch (Presenter)
Aura Photography — Aura photos capture the energy around you that comes from 
within.  Using Kirlean photography, Sha is able to take your photo and illuminate your 
spirit through a psychic interpretation of your aura.

SuzaLuna
Moonlover Suzanne Pollack (SuzaLuna) creates jewelry, pottery, and art from nature, 
inspired by the textures, colors & magic that mother nature provides for us. She hand 
paints beautiful pottery dishes to store these items. She also uses crochet, weaving and 
beading techniques to create gratitude stones, moon vine wreaths, and other whimsical 
magical creations.

Taproot Treasures
Taproot Treasures is just that, an offering of unique treasures from many different 
Metaphysical/Spiritual paths. From Crystals to oils, candles, herbs, books and an array 
of gift items. There is something for everyone at Taproot Treasures!

Threaded Treasures
A variety of colorful gifts for all occasions. From art binders to sand creatures, 
clothing, and jewelry, Threaded Treasures creates unique items for everyone to enjoy.



Three Sisters LLC
All of our goods are handmade with homegrown or locallysourced ingredients! We 
offer a variety of goods from jewelry to Altar starter kits and beautiful gifts!

Triple Oak Reiki (In the Quiet room) 
Reiki is a Japanese energy balancing technique using Universal Life Force Energy to 
stimulate your body’s natural healing abilities. George Maple is a Reiki Master with a 
mobile practice TripleOakReiki.com

Turtle Drums
We specialize in Shamanic Drums made with maple or cedar frames and raw animal 
hide. Our Rattles are all handmade with carefully worked found sticks and rawhide. All 
the drums, rattles and felted beaters are of the highest quality materials and made with 
a high level of intuition, intention and integrity.

Underground Minerals (Presenter)
A wide range of products to support your spiritual practices including crystals, 
minerals, tarot cards, candles, and more. All products are carefully chosen for their 
quality and energetic properties. We invite you to come get stoned at Underground 
Minerals.

The Wandering Paintbrush (Presenter)
Author and artist Sophia Kelly Shultz will have copies of her two Oracle decks, The 
Stone Circle Oracle and The Promethean Oracle for sale AND she will be doing 
readings with these decks. In addition to these beautiful and unique decks, she will be 
selling prints of much of the artwork from these decks. She also takes commissions!

Whimsical Wonders
Whimsical wonders is home to the Whimsies oneofakind, unique dolls that are full 
of character. They also make unique boho bags and little crocheted poppets.

Wicked Wonder Shop
While our shop specializes in horror and true crime, we also offer other creepy, witchy, 
and spiritual inspired products. We are known best for our tumblers, glassware, 
coasters, and keychains, but our collection is always growing.

WitchCraftHaven
Unique handcrafted oddities and novelties. We have a large array of everything 
magical: handsewn positive intention poppet dolls, hand painted keepsake boxes, rustic 
bells, fairy balls, spell bottles, charms, pendulums, jewelry, hats and so much more. 
Many items are crafted from natural materials curated from Salem MA.

Witchy Vibes Art LLC
April crafts spirit boards, geode Pendulum boards, pendulums and blind bags of mini 
versions. She is an artist with a degree in Graphic Arts, which supports her spirit board 
designs. She intuitively picks crystals for her boards to enhance their magical use.

Wrapped Up In Jewelry
Magickal, handcrafted wire crystal jewelry, plant stakes, sun catchers, and wands. Each 
piece is created with magickal intentions and designed to display the natural beauty of 
the crystals used. Custom orders are welcome, including wrapping your own favorite 
crystals from your collection!



Lesley Albano — Sunday Only — Lithomancy readings (crystal readings)
Lesley uses lithomancy to make that connection with white light/higher vibrational energy 
to heal, help center yourself, and clear any negativity that burdens you.

Lady Lyrion ApTower — Saturday Only — Cleromancy
Lyrion was one of the first in the region to understand the subtle magickal properties of 
certain found objects and to work with them for the benefit of the querant.

Sha Blackburn (Vendor Room) — Aura Photography, Tarot, and Rune Readings
Internationally recognized Psychic, Holistic Healer, and Teacher Sha Blackburn, known as 
The LoonWitch, has been empowering individuals to transform their lives using magickal 
principles and her intuitive gifts since 1997. She will be in the Marketplace offering Aura 
Photography, Tarot Readings, and Rune Readings.

Mary Daisley — Seer and Healer, Tarot with Psychometry
Mary Daisley, The Psychic Navigator. Using her distinctive “Seasonal Card Spread” that 
allows her to see 9, 12, or 18 months to navigate your life.

Patrick Flaherty — Astrology readings
Patrick Flaherty uses many disciplines — Eastern religions, Western esoteric traditions, 
NonViolent Communication, trauma work — to inform his unique approach to astrology.

Charles Grant — Past lives, Numerology, Mediumship, Astrology
Charles Grant offers indepth mediumship, numerology, and angel card readings. If he 
sees trouble ahead, he believes that’s a helpful warning from angels, so that his clients can 
be protected. MyPsychicSidekick.com.

Michelle Guillemette — Medium, Tarot
Michelle is a medium and clairvoyant with the gift of sight. Michelle can help you with 
the insight into matters of daily living and your soul’s path.

Jill Hillery — Tarot, Angel Oracle Card Readings, Mediumship
Jill (of Wicked Peaceful Mind.Body.Soul) is an empath, medium, psychic, teacher, and 
healer. Her heightened intuitive abilities let her communicate with the spirit world through 
seeing, hearing, knowing, and feeling.

Bruce Hoskins — Palm Readings, Numerology, Tarot, Oracle, Cartomancy, IChing
Bruce Hoskins specializes in cards (Tarot, Oracle, playing cards), Palmistry, Numerology, 
IChing, and Astrology.  Relationship readings are one of his strengths.  His direct 
connection with dragon wisdom and energy results in his ability to provide highly 
introspective readings to those in need of guidance or in search of answers.

Psychic Readers 
Use the QR code to learn more 

about our readers online.



Red Hoskins — Tarot, energy work, past life, children’s and relationship readings
Red Hoskins is an empathic psychic who specializes in Celticbased tarot readings, 
astrology, numerology, and energy work. Her gifts as an empath are very helpful in her 
readings. She also provides energy work that can be done with or without readings.

InSpiral Iridology — Iridology
Iridology is an assessment tool analyzing the iris of the eye. The eyes are the blueprint of 
your soul, showing imprinted patterns that can become unwanted behaviors, and mental, 
emotional, physical, and spiritual strengths as well as imbalances. All physiological 
systems can be observed in the iris as well as, relationship struggles, and personality.

Wrentek MacGowan — Rune Readings
Wren has been teaching for over 30 years in a multitude of settings and a wide variety of 
subjects. His studies have and do include Shamanic (Spiritual Sexual, Dagara, Northern 
Traditions, Celtic, Native American, and others), Tibetan Buddhism, Heathenry, Druidry, 
Energy Healing and Herbalism.

The Maine Medium — Psychich Medium, Tarot, Tea
The Maine Medium is a professional Tarot reader from Green Tara College out of Ireland 
with a diploma in Tarot and 30 years of reading! She uses the Tarot to ignite her 
mediumship and give message from the other side as they arrive. She can add a tea leaf 
reading to the Tarot reading. You sip your tea as she reads the tarot and then she reads the 
tea leaves for any further information.

Matooka Moonbear — Hoops of Life Divination
Matooka MoonBear’s spiritual journey with nature taught her about working with animal 
allies, runes, and stones as guides on the path to understanding life’s cycles from seasons 
to the ebb and flow ruled by the moon. This gave way to creating Hoops of Life 
Divination a system designed to serve those seeking powerful direction on balancing life.

Tarot with Mosey — Tarot Readings
Intuitive Tarot card readings. Mosey reads for people using intuition, spirit guides, and 
mediumship to bring clarity and serenity to all her clients.

Courtney Ricci — Akashic Records and Oracle Card Readings
Courtney Ricci reads the Akashic Records. She reads and creates Oracle cards, including 
the tripart Ophiuchus Medical Oracle deck and the tripart Death Speaks Oracle deck. 
She uses card decks made by others as well. 

Isaac Vars — Tarot
Isaac Vars has been drawn to both the world of plants and the world of magic as long as he 
can remember. He has studied herbalism with different herbalists, learned Reiki from 2 
different schools of practice, and explored magical practice with many teachers. He is a 
tarot reader, a Hekateaen devotee, and a healer.  GreenMountainMage.com

Colleen White — Psychic Medium, Tarot, Palm
Colleen is a gifted spirit medium, meaning she naturally connect with your loved ones 
who have passed and relays messages from them. If you’re having trouble with your 
relationships or feeling stuck in your career, you can always count on Colleen to help you 
live your life and get back on track.



Char Willingham — Sound Alchemy Sessions
Private 30 minute & 1hour Sound Alchemy Sessions 11:152:15pm
Dive deeper into healing with a private ‘Sound Alchemy’ session guided by Char 
Willingham. Indulge in a personalized journey tailored to your unique needs, offering 
profound relaxation and rejuvenation. Experience the harmonious alignment of mind, 
body, and spirit through therapeutic frequencies delivered with various sacred 
therapeutic instruments.

Roxie Zwicker (Vendor Room) — Tarot, Oracle Cards
Roxie is gifted reader and intuitive. She is the author of seven books on New England 
legends and lore. She has been featured in the Boston Herald and the New York Times 
and has had multiple TV appearances including New Hampshire Chronicle, The 
History Channel, and the Travel Channel.




